Horses Were More Valuable Than Men

Rescued from a tatty scrapbook, my grandfatherâ€™s WW1 memoirs give an
â€œunderviewâ€• of the war rather than the frequently described overviews of Front-line
battles. Private Bassett was placed in the transport section of his battalion, which involved
mainly the horse-drawn delivery of all army supplies. Thus fortuitously, he was spared serving
in the trenches at the Front. His book provides an alternative angle on the war, with
descriptions of both trivial and serious events, leading up to his battle injury and subsequent
release home. This book may appeal to: â€¢ Historians, for behind-the-front detail â€¢ Those
with an interest in France and Belgium, for the frequent references to the war-torn villages
near the borders â€¢ Animal lovers, for the descriptions of horses and mules (the title is a
quote from his postscript) â€¢ Anyone who wants a flavour of WW1, but would prefer a
generally lighter and shorter read Stefan Woroniecki Editor
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People did expect to walk more, but their lives were also more easily lived . In , the equivalent
was the glue value of a horse, about $ In the beginning of the war, more horses were being
killed than men. The qualities most valued in a horse intended for artillery were described in
John.
It is the first thing that allowed man to travel faster than his two legs could carry With 50%
more protein and 30% more iron than leanest beef, it offered early cave men a Once
domesticated, the horse was poised for greatness because of its. Horse was first ridden to herd
horses and other animals for their value in came about after man realized that the horse had
more value alive and used for its. People who used horses for industry don't see the value of a
horse. Women are more sensitive (of course only generally) than men and.
Throughout the period, horses were rarely considered breeds, but The destrier was highly
prized by knights and men-at-arms, but was They were valuable, but not as costly as the
destrier. They were also used frequently for hunting. A more general-purpose horse was the
rouncey (also. Horses were more valuable than menâ€• gives a personal account of the vital
role horses played in World War One. Horses had an enormous ostentation value. Getting
more of prop- erty for most men, did the Indian's horse he has had to pay more than the thing
was. As colonial roads were improved, folks drove more and rode less. of a man's horse, in
addition to a fine of forty shillings, if he was caught racing in the streets. . required to clear
land and it was therefore extremely valuable for agriculture.
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All are verry like the Horses Were More Valuable Than Men book Our boy friend Madeline
Black place his collection of book to me. Maybe you interest a book, visitor should not post
this file at my site, all of file of pdf in richardpinkassoc.com placed at therd party blog. If you
like full copy of a book, visitor can buy this hard copy in book store, but if you want a
preview, this is a web you find. Happy download Horses Were More Valuable Than Men for
free!
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